
 

New high-speed 3-D microscope gives deeper
view of living things
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This schematic depicts SCAPE's imaging geometry. The sample is illuminated
by a thin sheet of light (blue), incident at an oblique angle. SCAPE achieves high
speed imaging by sweeping this light sheet back and forth within the sample,
achieved using a scanning mirror configured similarly to confocal microscopy.
This optically sectioned plane is imaged onto a high speed sCMOS camera via
the same objective lens. Unique de-scanning and image rotation optics ensure
that the illuminated plane is always co-aligned with the camera plane, throughout
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its scan position. The end result is data equivalent to conventional light-sheet
microscopy, but requiring a single, stationary objective lens, no sample
translation, and consequently very high speed 3-D imaging. This unique
configuration permits volumetric imaging of intact tissues including the awake,
behaving mouse brain. While limited in penetration depth (since SCAPE is
currently implemented with a 488 nm laser) spontaneous activity in apical
dendrites in layers one and two of the mouse cortex can be resolved at >10
volumes per second. Panels show dendrites rendered from SCAPE data acquired
in an awake behaving mouse with layer five neurons labeled with GCaMP5g.
Renderings show dendritic branches corresponding to the colored time-courses
shown below. Temporal resolution and signal to noise are sufficient to discern
different properties of onset and decay dynamics within individual dendritic
branches for single events. Credit: Elizabeth Hillman, Columbia Engineering

Opening new doors for biomedical and neuroscience research, Elizabeth
Hillman, associate professor of biomedical engineering at Columbia
Engineering and of radiology at Columbia University Medical Center
(CUMC), has developed a new microscope that can image living things
in 3D at very high speeds. In doing so, she has overcome some of the
major hurdles faced by existing technologies, delivering 10 to 100 times
faster 3D imaging speeds than laser scanning confocal, two-photon, and
light-sheet microscopy. Hillman's new approach uses a simple, single-
objective imaging geometry that requires no sample mounting or
translation, making it possible to image freely moving living samples.
She calls the technique SCAPE, for swept confocally aligned planar
excitation microscopy. Her study is published in the Advance Online
Publication on Nature Photonics's website on January 19, 2015.

"The ability to perform real-time 3D imaging at cellular resolution in
behaving organisms is a new frontier for biomedical and neuroscience
research," says Hillman, who is also a member of Columbia's Mortimer
B. Zuckerman Mind Brain Behavior Institute. "With SCAPE, we can
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now image complex, living things, such as neurons firing in the rodent
brain, crawling fruit fly larvae, and single cells in the zebrafish heart
while the heart is actually beating spontaneously—this has not been
possible until now."

Highly aligned with the goals of President Obama's BRAIN Initiative,
SCAPE is a variation on light-sheet imaging, but, "It breaks all the
rules," says Hillman. While conventional light-sheet microscopes use two
awkwardly positioned objective lenses, Hillman realized that she could
use a single-objective lens, and then that she could sweep the light sheet
to generate 3D images without moving the objective or the sample. "This
combination makes SCAPE both fast and very simple to use, as well as
surprisingly inexpensive," she explains. "We think it will be
transformative in bringing the ability to capture high-speed 3D cellular
activity to a wide range of living samples."

SCAPE is an urgently needed breakthrough. The emergence of
fluorescent proteins and transgenic techniques over the past 20 years has
transformed biomedical research, even delivering neurons that flash as
they fire in the living brain. Yet imaging techniques that can capture
these dizzying dynamic processes have lagged behind. Although confocal
and two-photon microscopy can image a single plane within a living
sample, acquiring enough of these layers to form a 3D image at fast
enough rates to capture events like neurons actually firing has become a
frustrating road-block.

While SCAPE cannot yet compete with the penetration depth of
conventional two-photon microscopy, Hillman and her collaborators
have already used the system to observe firing in 3D neuronal dendritic
trees in superficial layers of the mouse brain. In small organisms,
including zebrafish larvae, SCAPE can see through the entire organism.
By tracking these tiny, unrestrained creatures in 3D at high speeds,
SCAPE can capture both cellular structure and function and behavior.
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SCAPE can also be combined with optogenetics and other tissue
manipulations during imaging because, unlike other systems, it does not
require any movement of the imaging objective lens or the sample to
create a 3D image.

Hillman and her students built their first SCAPE system using
inexpensive off-the-shelf components. Her "aha" moment came when,
looking at an old polygonal mirror in the lab, she realized how it could
be used to generate SCAPE's unusual scanning geometry. After several
years of trial and error, Hillman and graduate student Matthew Bouchard
came up with a configuration that worked, and beautiful images started
to flow out. "It wasn't until we built it that we realized it was a light-sheet
microscope!" says Hillman. "It took us a while to realize how versatile
the imaging geometry was, how simple and inexpensive the layout
was—and just how many problems we had overcome."

Beyond neuroscience, Hillman sees many future applications of SCAPE
including imaging cellular replication, function, and motion in intact
tissues, 3D cell cultures, and engineered tissue constructs, as well as
imaging 3D dynamics in microfluidics, and flow-cell cytometry
systems—all applications where molecular biology is delivering tools and
techniques, but imaging methods have struggled to keep up. Hillman also
plans to explore clinical applications of SCAPE such as video-rate 3D
microendoscopy and intrasurgical imaging. Next-generation versions of
SCAPE are in development that will deliver even better speed,
resolution, sensitivity, and penetration depth.

As a member of the new Zuckerman Institute and the Kavli Institute for
Brain Science at Columbia, Hillman is working with a wide range of
collaborators, including Randy Bruno (associate professor of
neuroscience, Department of Neuroscience), Richard Mann (Higgins
Professor of Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics, Department of
Biochemistry & Molecular Biophysics), Wesley Grueber (associate
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professor of physiology and cellular biophysics and of neuroscience,
Department of Physiology & Cell Biophysics), and Kimara Targoff
(assistant professor of pediatrics, Department of Pediatrics), all of whom
are starting to use the SCAPE system in their research.

"Deciphering the functions of brain and mind demands improved
methods for visualizing, monitoring, and manipulating the activity of
neural circuits in natural settings," says Thomas M. Jessell, co-director of
the Zuckerman Institute and Claire Tow Professor of Motor Neuron
Disorders, the Department of Neuroscience and the Department of
Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics at Columbia. "Hillman's
sophistication in optical physics has led her to develop a new imaging
technique that permits large-scale detection of neuronal firing in three-
dimensional brain tissues. This methodological advance offers the
potential to unlock the secrets of brain activity in ways barely imaginable
a few years ago."

Hillman's technology is available for licensing from Columbia
Technology Ventures and has already attracted interest from multiple
companies.

  More information: Swept confocally-aligned planar excitation
(SCAPE) microscopy for high-speed volumetric imaging of behaving
organisms, Nature Photonics, DOI: 10.1038/nphoton.2014.323
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